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First Division Spring Mini-Meet
May 16, 2015 - Coos County Fairgrounds, Myrtle Point

F

irst Division’s Spring MiniMeet for 2015 was a
welcome renewal of model
railroading ideas and friendships.
Christopher Jones hosted the
event at the Coos County
Fairgrounds at Myrtle Point. Over
30 people attended and were
rewarded with a slate of seven
clinicians, a people’s choice model
contest, and an executive tour of
the Coos County Museum’s fine
HO scale layout.
Jerry Slattery presented his
collection of historic photographs
of Coos County railroads and other
modes of transportation. It is
interesting how many oftenoverlooked details one can identify
by examining historic
photographs.

Roger Rasmussen of
Coastman’s presented an update on
his expanding empire of model
trees, logs, and tree stumps. His
Port Orford, OR workshop
includes a wide variety of one-of-akind equipment for preparing the

armatures of old-growth fir trees
that are so prevalent in the Pacific
Northwest.

Marvin Selzer described the
sound module he developed for his
layout, contained in a plastic tackle
box.
The innovative design
provides a compact and flexible
method for sound effects
distributed around his layout.

Jim Davenport is an artist and
art instructor. He presented an
interesting clinic that covered
basics of color and perspective, and
applied that theory to the practical
problem of painting backdrops to
give the illusion of scenic elements
fading off to the horizon.
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Bruce Kelly of the Rogue
Valley Model Railroad Club
described operations on the club’s
layout, the Pacific & Eastern. His
handouts presented the club’s
Timetable and Rules, and
examples of car cards, waybills,
and track warrants that are used to
provide flexibility in the operation
of the club’s large layout.

Bruce McGarvey presented an
interesting demonstration of how
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to paint clouds on your layout
backdrop using commercial
stencils and spray paint (rattle cans,
in this case).

First Division AP Leader
Glenn Edmison discussed the
NMRA Achievement Program
(AP) and exhibited a computergenerated matrix that showed merit
awards, achievement certificates,
and Master Model Railroader
awards achieved by First Division
members. He mentioned that he
may not have information on
achievements by people who
received credits prior to their
transfer to First Division, and that
those awards should be brought to
his attention so he can obtain
verification. Glenn encourages all
members to embrace the
achievement program and to use it
to learn how to become better
modelers.

The people’s choice model
contest featured several excellent
models. Nick Lehrbach won two
categories: locomotive, with his
HO scale SP 2-8-0, and
miscellaneous, with his dieselpowered donkey. Joe D’Amato
also won two categories: rolling
stock, with his N scale 4-bay
covered hopper, and structures,
with his HO scale hardware store.
Bruce McGarvey won overall
favorite with his HO scale CP
Grange grain elevator.
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Mini-Meet, Continued
During the lunch break, where
pizza and soft drinks were
delivered to the meeting room, the
First Division Board of Directors
met.
Seven First Division
members are running for Director
positions, and one person is
running for Superintendent.
Information on the upcoming
election, including how people can
add their names to the list of
candidates, is presented on page 4.
The Board of Directors invites
Tunnel Country Grant proposals.
Information for applications is
provided on page 4. Applications
must be submitted by August 31.

After the clinics portion of the
meeting concluded, attendees were
invited to view the Museum layout
in the adjacent building.
The HO scale layout, built,
operated, and maintained by
several local members, features
two continuous loops with staging,
passing sidings, and industrial
spurs. It is operated by Digitrak
DCC.
The layout features urban and
rural scenes and is a popular venue
for young and old when it is open to
the public during the Coos County
Fair. (The Fair is July 21-25. Ed
Schaenzer and Christopher Jones
invite First Division members to
visit and run trains--including their
own--during that time.)
Another exhibit of the museum
was a collection of model dioramas
owned by Harold Paul Armour of
First Division.
Photographs of model contest
winning entries were taken by
Christopher Jones. Other photos
were taken by Rich Pitter.
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First Division Elections

F

irst Division elections for 2015 will be held soon.
Ballots will be mailed to all eligible voters soon
after the nomination period is closed.
Nominations to date are: for Superintendent: Rich
Pitter; and, for Directors (six positions will be filled):
Glenn Edmison, Christopher Jones, Dirk Kruysman,
Nick Lehrbach, Bruce McGarvey, Gene Neville, and
Jim Van Delden.
First Division members in good standing. may
nominate themselves for either position by informing
the Registrar and Ballot Teller, Charlie Hutto, prior to
June 17. See the form in the right-hand column for
instructions on how to register.
Ballots will be mailed to members who are eligible
to vote by June 22, and must be returned by mail to and
be received by Charlie Hutto before Sunday, July 12, to
be counted.
Elected officers will be announced in the September
issue of the Brakeman’s Rag. The term for officers runs
from September 1, 2015, to August 31, 2017.
If you have questions about the duties of officers,
check our by-laws online at http://pnr.nmra.org/1div/
Div1bus.htm#bylaws2.

A

OFFICER NOMINATION FORM
If you want to run for First Division office, provide
the information requested in this form to Charlie
Hutto by mail or e-mail prior to June 17 to be
included on the ballot.
Charlie Hutto
1510 Chestnut St SE
Albany, OR 97322
Charliehutto@hotmail.com
*****
I wish to run for (select only one)
___the Board of Directors
___Superintendent
of First Division, PNR, NMRA, for the two-year
term from September 1, 2015 to August 31, 2017.
Name ______________________________
Address _ ___________________________
Phone ____________________
E-Mail ____________________________
Signed _________________________

Tunnel Country Grant Applications
5) Grant requests must be submitted (post marked)
between April 1st and Aug 31st of each year.

t the Board of Directors meeting on May 16, it
was decided to encourage Tunnel Country
Grant applications this year. Rules follow.

1) The requests are to be mailed (either by US Mail or
e-mail) to the First Division Superintendent.

The following rules for the Tunnel Country Grant Program
were agreed upon by the Board Of Directors on April 17,
2010.

2) The requests must be received by the
Superintendent at least one week before the Fall BOD
business meeting.

1) The project must encourage model railroading as
promoted by the NMRA.

3) The evaluation of the requests and a decision on the
dispersal of funds will be made by the Board Of Directors
at the Fall BOD business meeting. The dispersal of the
grants awarded is at the sole discretion of the BOD.

2) Requests should be limited to no more than two pages
in length.
1) The project should be described in a clear and
concise manner.

1) The total amount of grants distributed annually is
limited to the gross annual interest income from the
proceeds received from the "Full Steam to Eugene" NMRA
convention. All, some, or none of the funds may be
awarded.

2) The request must include a summary of other
sources of income and operating expenses.
3) The person submitting the request must be a member
of the organization and a member of the NMRA.

2) Previous award winners will receive lesser
consideration than new applicants. This includes, but is not
limited to the following considerations:

1) The organization must be located within the
geographical boundaries of the First Division.
2) The name of the leader of the applicant's group
must be included.

1) How many grants were received in the past.

4) Previous grant receivers must include a short
summary highlighting the organization's use of previously
awarded funds when applying for a new grant.

3) How recently the grants were received.

2) How much grant money was received in the past.
3) The BOD will announce the results to all applicants.
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A Look at NMRA’s Publications Department
Editor’s Note: NMRA serves its modeler members in a
variety of ways, including developing and enforcing
standards, providing conventions, and managing the
Achievement Program. Other important services to
modelers are provided by the NMRA Publications
Department. Here, Don Phillips, the Publications
Department Manager, tells us how the NMRA helps
modelers with its publications.

all the photographic contributors to thank for a really
great NMRA Calendar year after year.
NMRA Books A search of the NMRA web site will
bring up a list of the current NMRA books we have
available for sale to both members and the public. Here
again, members receive a discount. Although the book
committee continues to look for worthy titles, there are
no immediate plans for new publications. The Book
Committee is headed by Mike Brestel, who is assisted
as necessary by other members of the Publications
Department.
NMRA Data Sheets Over the years the NMRA Data
Sheets have become a wealth of model railroad
knowledge. In them a member can find out just about
anything he or she might want to know about prototype
and model railroading, from soldering techniques to
where the air compressor was located on a certain
prototype locomotive. Thanks to the efforts of Van
Fehr and David Johnson, (the current NMRA Data
Sheets manager/directors), who are constantly adding
new data. Go on the web site and check it out. With a
couple of key strokes you can get information it would
take hours to research on your own.
NMRA eBulletin For getting important information
out to the members quickly, the eBulletin has proved
invaluable but it takes a lot of work from a crew of
volunteers to put it together. Among those are Gerry
Leone, Chuck Diljak, Page Martin, and Ben Sevier and
the NMRA IT team. One of the things that causes a lot
of extra work is when members fail to notify HQ when
they change their email address. A simple email to the
division membership chairman would do it. He or she
can then forward it to HQ for action.

I

'm excited to be able to let everyone know just what
the NMRA Publications Department is responsible
for doing. Here's what we're involved in:
NMRA Magazine Kevin EuDaly of White River
Productions, along with editor Cinthia Priest and
Advertising Sales Manager/Graphic Designer Todd
Gillette, continue to put out a state-of-the-art,
professional-quality product. With a constant variation
of articles, there is usually something of interest to
everyone, no matter which branch of the hobby you
follow. As an in-house periodical, the Magazine is
heavily subsidized by National, thus allowing us to
limit the number of advertisements.
This gives us a far better article-to-advertisement
ratio than the average trade magazine. That, coupled
with a current subscription price of only $1.83 an issue,
makes the NMRA Magazine just about the best buy in
model railroading you'll ever find. Periodically the
subject of going digital with an electronic magazine
comes up. Each time, after much discussion, it has been
decided -- Maybe sometime in the future, but as for
today, it's just not practical for our organization.
NMRA Calendar At the end of each year, U.S.
members receive the official NMRA calendar for the
coming year. Not only does it show the dates of all
NMRA-related events throughout the year and some of
the winning models from the previous National
Convention, it also features 13 great model railroad
photos. If you were to go out and buy a comparable
calendar from a retail source expect to pay at least ten
dollars and up (mostly up). Just one more of the many
benefits of being a NMRA member. The Calendar is
one of our main fundraising efforts, thanks to the
contributions of those members who submit the photos,
put the calendar together, and send in contributions after
receiving it. The Calendar is available to non-U.S.
members for a small fee that covers postage and
handling. Non-U.S. members can order one or more
Calendars by contacting HQ at nmrahq@aol.com. We
have the hard work of Mike Brestel, Tom Morrison, and

When I took over as Publications Manager from
Mike Brestel, I knew I had some big shoes to fill.
Fortunately I inherited a great committee consisting of
Larry DeYoung, Tony Koester, Gerry Leone, and Mike,
who covered for me while I got my feet wet. While they
carried the ball, I took it upon myself to check out the
various departments that came under Publication's
responsibilities. Although I had been a member for
some time, attended division meetings regularly and
even served as editor of my division's newsletter for
eight years, I was astounded to learn about all the
member benefits I had been unaware of.
For instance, I had no idea that as a member I was
entitled to a free classified ad in the monthly magazine.
Nobody told me that. Nor was I aware of the staggering
amount of information that was available to me on the
5
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Data Sheets. This is especially true, now that you can
go to the NMRA web site and click on just about any
subject you can think of. And that's just in the area
covered by the Publications Department. This makes
me wonder how many of our members even long-time,
involved members are even aware of all the extra
benefits available to them, most at absolutely no
charge!
Stopping the bleeding has to take place on the
division level, and the best way is with your monthly
articles, where you can reach not only the new
members, but the older ones as well. Why not devote

some space each month to informing your membership
of all the things the NMRA has available for them?
Who knows, it may help keep some of the hangers-on
around for a while longer, maybe long enough to get
more involved in the NMRA.
What can it hurt? You know you're always trying to
think of something to write about your members will
thank you for filling them in on a whole new world of
topics they're not even aware of now.

OPEN REPLY TO DON PHILLIPS
By Rich Pitter, Superintendent, First Division

REQUEST FOR OFFLINE MEMBERS
By Rich Pitter, Superintendent, First Division

Don Phillips
Publications Department Manager

D

G

reetings, Don. I’m pleased to reprint your
article on publication benefits that NMRA
members receive. I hope that our members
read it and take better advantage of their benefits. I also
look forward to receiving and reprinting additional
informative articles from your department.
As Superintendent of First Division, I must stand up
for my people and take offense to your phrase,
“stopping the bleeding,” because it may be perceived as
NMRA (National) sniping at division leaders and
members. I may be wrong, but, as I understand it,
NMRA is concerned that some members don’t renew
their memberships. Let's face it: that's life. Divisions
offer the best programs they can for members, but some
divisions have limited leaders, leadership training and
volunteer resources to do an exceptional job. First
Division is also widespread and sparsely populated. I
count on NMRA programs, including AP and
publications, to help us provide value for members.
Keep up your fine work on publications. You have a
dedicated and talented crew. And, keep reaching out to
the members for quality photographs and scale
modeling articles.

on Phillips’ article on NMRA publications is a
welcome source of information. For many of
us, love of model railroading leads us onward
in our quest for more information that can enhance our
modeling.
The NMRA Data Sheets and eBulletin are available
through the Internet, so members who don’t use the
Internet, whether because of lack of service providers,
cost, or lack of familiarity with computers, are at a
disadvantage. They get less out of NMRA than they
could.
If you do not have Internet access and an email
address, please consider getting online. If possible, ask
a friend or family member for help. If this fails, see if
you can locate a public agency, such as a library or
senior center, where you can obtain mentoring and
access. If all else fails, contact me (my contact
information is provided on page 11). I will find
someone to assist you.
If you have an email address, but do not receive
eBulletin or if you receive the Brakeman’s Rag by U. S.
Mail, then NMRA does not have your valid email
address. You are losing some of the benefits of NMRA.
Contact me immediately with your email address. I’ll
inform PNR of the your correct email address and PNR
will inform National.

Fall 2015 Mini-Meet

F

irst Division’s Fall 2015 Mini-Meet will be held
on Saturday, October 17 in Eugene, at the
Gainsborough club house, 2555 Lansdown Rd.
Lansdown Rd is off Irving, between River Rd and
Northwest Expressway. It is just north of the Randy
Pape Beltline. Gainsborough is a gated community.
The gate will open at 8 AM. Refreshments will be
available at the meeting, and the program will begin at 9
AM.

A model contest will be held, and you are
encouraged to bring models for AP Merit Award
evaluation. For AP evaluation, contact Glenn Edmison.
We anticipate several interesting clinicians. We will
take orders for deli sandwich lunches. Local layouts
will also be open for participants.
Mark the date on your calendar and plan to attend.
6
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Tax Status Benefits for Local Model Railroad Clubs
Editor’s Note: Two items are presented here. First, our
Paymaster, Dirk Kruysman, contributes a letter that
recommends for model railroad clubs who have taxexempt status, but not Code 501(c)(3), to seriously

consider the benefits of filing for 501(c)(3) status.
Second, Alan Ashton, the former Editor of Fifth
Division’s newsletter, The Goat, provides a walkthrough of a club’s experience when they filed.

Consider IRS Code 501(c)(3)
By Dirk Kruysman

data forms to provide.
Go to www.irs.gov.uac/About-form-1013-ex. This
will direct you to the instructions for completing the
form. The instructions include an eligibility worksheet
with 26 yes-or-no questions you must answer to verify
that your organization is eligible for consideration.
If you are eligible, you are than directed to Pay.gov,
since the IRS definitely wants your non-refundable
$400.00 filing fee. When you completed that relatively
simple form you are moved to IRS Form 1023-EZ.
Once this form has been submitted it takes few months
to receive your response from IRS.
Recently two clubs in the First Division area were
successful in obtaining their 501(c)(3) tax exempt
status using this new procedure. If you have any
questions, contact me at hollanddirk@charter.net.
--Dirk Kruysman

I

f your club does not have official IRS Code
501(c)(3) tax exempt status, you could be missing
out on an opportunity to receive a substantial
donation from someone who is looking for a tax
deduction from his personal tax for his gift. In the past,
applying for tax exempt status involved filling out more
than two dozen pages of forms, providing lots of
financial data, and copies of many of your historical
records. There are lots of firms who will do this work
for you for many hundreds of dollars.
As a near miracle, the IRS has simplified their rules.
If your club has less than $50,000.00 in annual receipts,
and the total value of your assets is less than
$250,000.00. You are eligible to apply using a simple
three page form, with easy questions and no financial
Editor’s Note: The following article describes a model
railroad club’s successful application for IRS Code
501(c)(3) tax exempt status before the recent rule
simplifications. Although the reasons for changing
status remain valid, the process, as Dirk and Alan both
relate, is now easier and less costly.

found in 2009 at a local Grange and a new layout was
started. Unfortunately, the layout work became
vulnerable to changing landlord demands and the site
ultimately had to be abandoned. From that experience,
members concluded that their next permanent layout
facility should be one that could remain indefinitely
under TCMR’s full control. Various members made
significant cash pledges, but the donation of additional
cash and a land parcel would also be needed. A new
building would then be constructed or, if a building
already existed, it would be refurbished.
To realize this plan, the club sought a different tax
exemption, filing under Section 501(c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code. Donations to 501(c)(3)
organizations are unlimited and donors may achieve tax
benefits for their donation, depending on their
particular tax filing circumstances. Also, discussions
with various agencies about a new facility identified the
need for such a tax exemption to better enable
assistance to TCMR.

Tri-City Model Railroaders Club Changes Its Tax
Exemption Status to 501(c)(3)
By Alan Ashton

S

ince its formation as a non-profit corporation in
1972, the Tri-City Model Railroaders (TCMR)
enjoyed a 501(c)(7) tax exemption status. This
exemption brought certain benefits including its
revenue (such as dues and donations) being nontaxable,
reporting requirements kept simple, and the
organization’s operations maintained as a social group.
However, the organization was limited in the amount of
donations that could be received in any year (maximum
35% of total revenue) and individuals and companies
could not claim their donations to the club as tax
deductions.
The organization lost its long-standing, permanent
layout in 2004, after which numerous sites were
reviewed for a replacement facility. A site was finally

APPLICATION STRATEGY
As the 501(c)(3) application process began (using
Federal Form 1023), the organization had to commit to
a particular mode of exempt business activity. Of the
six choices for future operations, education best
7
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described what would be done. TCMR has had an
extensive public outreach over the years with its
popular modular layout and with model railroad
educational classes and clinics, including guidance to
Boy Scouts on railroading merit badge efforts.
Locations as far as Toppenish and Dayton were
frequented by the organization. A museum operation
can be a preferred method to satisfy Federal educational
requirements for 501(c)(3) purposes.
This approach was initially attractive to TCMR
because the organization was committed to developing
a historically accurate depiction of railroad operations
between the Tri-Cities area and upper Yakima Valley. If
sufficient room existed in the available building, the
layout would be expanded to include southerly rail
operations to Hinkle and westerly to Seattle/Tacoma.
A museum idea had some drawbacks, though. The
commitment to operate the museum on a regular
schedule would exceed the capability of available
members, and special procedures and training would be
required for members to become docents.
TCMR consulted further with other organizations
and legal counsel and decided on an educational
strategy involving display of a historical railroad
operation in miniature as well as an extensive website
listing of available clinics and other programs.
Following Federal guidelines and other online
resources, the organization’s Articles of Incorporation
(AOI) and Bylaws were changed and a new Policies and
Procedures (P&P) document was developed.
Some related background on the P&P effort is
important to note. Over the years, TCMR used its
Bylaws document for guidance on routine procedures
and policies, which changed (sometimes significantly)
to meet organizational needs. Both the organization
and the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) desired AOI and
Bylaw documents that only defined the essential
organization structure and rules and, therefore, would
seldom need to be revised. The new P&P document
became the working document that could be changed on
a chapter-by-chapter basis to address the ongoing needs
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of TCMR’s membership.
APPLICATION & APPROVAL PROCESS
The 501(c)(3) application itself was fairly straightforward, requiring about20 hours to complete,
including providing supplemental information on the
club’s background and finances. The application
included a one-time fee of $850 and copies of the
organization’s Bylaws, Articles of Incorporation, a
special Educational Summary, and other supporting
materials. The key application attachments are
available for review on the TCMR website (http://www.
owt.com/tcmr).
After submission in August 2013, TCMR had
limited follow-up contact with the IRS re: application
status. Regrettably, a major workload situation
developed at the IRS, which impacted all application
processing. When TCMR’s application was finally
considered, no Federal concerns were identified and
approval was granted in August 2014.
Future applicants may wish to note that the IRS has
recently implemented a new application process (using
Form 1023EZ). The application is greatly simplified
and apparently accelerates Federal decisions on new
applications.
NEXT STEPS
With the 501(c)(3) tax exemption now secure, the
educational commitment of TCMR will consist of
regular open houses of its facility once the initial
portion of a permanent layout is available. A program
of workshops and modular layout shows will also
continue to be held each year, and the TCMR website
will be expanded to provide additional clinics and
educational information. Finally, annual financial
reporting using Federal Form 990 will continue.
Efforts are still in progress to locate and secure a
facility for a permanent layout. Once obtained and
developed, the facility is anticipated to be called a
“model railroad educational center” and will have
sufficient, dedicated space for classroom instruction.

Portland Daylight Express
Reminder, the Portland Daylight Express Convention will be August 23 - 29, 2015 and is the 80th NMRA National
Convention.
Whither Portland? There was some confusion after the first NMRA eBulletin announcement as to which Portland is
hosting this event. There are 16 Portlands in the United States (and one in Ontario, Canada), two of them the largest
city in their state [Maine and Oregon], both with International Airports. The convention is being hosted, for the third
time, at the 29th largest city in the United States, PORTLAND, OREGON!
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conquered over the past 57 years. DCC is amazing and
I'm sure Paul Larson would have enjoyed it in his day. It
takes model railroading beyond the phase of operating
one locomotive on a small layout, or using block control
to operate several “cabs” on a larger layout, to literally
holding a throttle in your hand and running your
locomotive on the layout. My home layout (the one that
I'm building--it isn't yet operational), will let a visitor
use his or her smart phone as a locomotive throttle! I
think Paul would find that to be just as exhilarating as
listening to the sound in the locomotives.
Back to Paul's earlier point, new methods (and
materials) continue to turn up frequently, and I don’t
think that he meant to imply that they had all the best
materials back then. He certainly realized that better
materials would become available with time. When I
began in the hobby, about when he wrote that editorial,
the principal adhesive was Walthers' Goo. We still use
it today, but who uses it for almost everything? We have
a variety of glues, epoxies, and solvents available.
When I first saw instructions for craftsman models, they
said something like, “Cement part A to B.” Initially, I
thought cement was concrete, then when I realized it
meant to glue the pieces, it took me awhile to realize that
it probably meant Goo or Ambroid Cement.
New technology continues to move into the hobby
in the form of new products that are commercially
available. When Paul was Editor, craftsman rolling
stock was hand lettered! Now we can scan or CAD the
lettering and print it on decal paper, ready to go.
We also have laser-cut kits. My goodness, even
today’s craftsman kits are laser-cut. Anyone who has
put together a “vintage” craftsman kit will recognize
how much more convenient it is to build a kit whose
siding pieces fit together perfectly, straight from the
box. Two years ago, the PNR Annual Convention in
Boise had a tour of a local modeler’s personal lasercutting operation. It was controversial whether or not
that was scratch-building. As NMRA has ruled, it is.
Today, laser cutting equipment is advertised in most
model railroad magazines.
At the Willamette-Cascade Model Railroad Club
Swap Meet in Eugene this year. I saw some small
structures for layouts that were produced by 3-D
printing. I should have bought a few. They were the
wrong era for my layout, but, wow, I missed my
opportunity to possess an “emerging frontier” model!
NMRA is developing an “LCC” standard for
signaling on model layouts. NMRA (National) is all
excited about the “plug and go” nature of this product. I
want to learn more about this at the National
Convention in Portland in August.

The Last Frontier

F

ifty-seven years ago, Model Railroader Editor
Paul Larson wrote his “At the Throttle” editorial
with the above title. What do you think his last
frontier concerned? Follow along for a few paragraphs.
“Over the years, we've pretty well whipped all the
problems of accurately modeling structures, cars,
locomotives and scenery. We found the best materials
for this or that, the best or easiest method for achieving
the end result: a layout that looks and operates like a
railroad. New methods do turn up frequently, even
after 25 years or so of intense hobby activity, and we do
argue about what materials and methods are best.
Actually, the building and operation of our railroads has
been refined to an amazing degree.
“But there's a frontier that has yet to be crossed,
satisfactorily, that is. It's the sound of railroading. Our
railroads, for the most part, are operated by electric
motors. We lack the exhaust and wailing whistles of
prototype railroading. Sound is, as you know, one of
the big appeals of the prototype, and somehow there
ought to be a satisfactory way to work it into a model
layout.”
He continues. “There ought to be exhausts. There
ought to be a whistle. But how? A lot of us would settle
for a decent sounding whistle that could be installed
under a layout and controlled from a panel.”
We've achieved Paul Larson's last frontier for
several years now. Anyone can purchase a locomotive
with DCC and sound included, put it on their layout, and
enjoy the chuffs, bells, and whistles that Paul Larson
only dreamed about in a primitive manner. In fact, First
Division member Marvin Selzer has developed a nifty
tackle box approach for providing other sounds to
speakers around the layout. He presented it at our
Spring Mini-Meet.
Sound was Paul Larson’s “Last Frontier.” Since the
time of his article, I’ve noticed great visual
improvements on such things as wheelsets, couplers,
and fidelity of models to the proportions of prototype.
And, on another front, such projects as kitbashing,
scratch-building, and scenery building are all much
easier today, thanks to new materials and products. You
don’t need to own (and know how to use) a Unimat to
get the parts you want for your superdetailed model.
Correct me if I’m wrong (I’m taunting you guys for
letters), but you don’t need to be a Master Machinist to
become a Master Model Railroader. Sure, it helps, but
you can earn an MMR without turning a steam dome on
a lathe or milling a locomotive frame.
Wait! There are more frontiers that have been
9
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Model Train Shows and Events
March-June 2015
Aug 23-29

NMRA National Convention, Portland, Oregon. DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel, Portland, hosted
by Second Division, PNR, NMRA. Info: http://www.nmra2015portland.org/

Aug 28-30

National Train Show, held in conjunction with the NMRA National Convention, at the Portland
Expo Center. Info: http://www.nmra2015portland.org/

Sept 19-20

Eastern Cascades Club's Annual Open House, 21520 Modoc Lane, Bend. Take Highway 20
East from Bend to Ward Road; turn right (south) about 3/4 mile to Modoc lane on right. Watch
for signs. Contact Glenn Edmison at gedmison@aol.com. http://www.emcrr.org.

Sat., Oct 17

First Division Fall Mini-Meet, held in Eugene at the Gainsborough community clubhouse from
9 AM to 3 PM. Program includes clinics, model contests, door prizes, and opportunity for model
evaluations for merit awards (Contact Glenn Edmison in advance for merit award registration).
Model railroad layouts will be open for visits. Refreshments and lunch available at meeting.
Gainsborough is a gated, 55-plus community. Gate opens at 8 AM. Contact Rich Pitter at 541636-3833 or richpitter@aol.com for more information.

Nov 28-29

38th Annual Rogue Valley Railroad Show Sat., 10 AM - 5 PM; Sun., 10 AM - 4 PM. Medford
Armory, 1701 South Pacific Ave, Medford, Oregon, 97501. Model railroad displays, historic
railroad artifacts, swap meet, door prizes, & more. Proceeds benefit Medford Railroad Park.
Web site: http://rvmrc.net/. Contact: Bruce McGarvey, Co-chair. 541-890-8145. Email:
iwcrr@charter.net.

Local Railroad Clubs
These clubs are not affiliated with NMRA but have members in NMRA and have expressed an interest in hosting First Division
members as guests and prospective new club members.
The Atlantic & Pacific N-gineers meet near downtown Junction City. They operate a permanent mobile 50’ x 24’ L-shaped DCC
layout that they display at shows in the region. For meeting information, contact Mike Adams at mdadams006@aol.com or 541913-5865.
The Corvallis Society of Model Engineers meets every Wednesday at 7 PM. Visitors are welcome. The club is located in an old gas
station at 7155 Vandenberg Ave. in Adair Village, about 6 miles north of downtown Corvallis on Highway 99W. For information,
visit club website at www.csme1959.org.
The Eastern Cascades Model Railroad Club and the associated Live Steamers meet on Wednesdays at the club house, 21540
Modoc Lane (off Ward Road east of Bend), 7-9 PM. Info: http://www.ecmrr.org/ or (541) 317-1545.
The Ochoco Valley Railroad Club meets most every Sunday, 2-4 PM in the club house on the Crook County Fairgrounds. Contact
Brad Peterson at (541) 447-6158 or Glenn Edmison at (541) 617-1110.
The Rogue Valley Model Railroad Club meets on (usually) first Saturday of the month, 10 AM at Medford Railroad Park. Contact
Ron Harten at sprucerr@earthlink.net.
The Umpqua Valley Model Railroad Club meets Thursday nights at 7 PM in the basement of the law officesat 880 SE Jackson St. in
Roseburg, OR. The club has a modular railroad layout in one room and is building additional modules. For information, contact
Nick Lehrbach at lehrbach@rosenet.net.
The Willamette Cascade Model Railroad Club meets the second Saturday of each month at 7 PM at the Springfield Utility Board
Energy & Conservation Services Building, 223 A St., Springfield. For information, contact Lee Temple at ttandt@ram-mail.com.
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Paid advertisements

Commercial
Club
Classified
Individual RR Pike

2 x 3 1/2”
$24.00
20.00
16.00
12.00

Advertising rates for one year are:
3 x 3 1/2”
4 x 3 1/2”
$36.00
$48.00
30.00
40.00
24.00
32.00
18.00
24.00
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